Starting from the three-dimensional hydrostatic primitive equations, we derive Hamiltonian N -layer models with isentropic tropospheric and isentropic or isothermal stratospheric layers. Our construction employs a new parcel Hamiltonian formulation which describes the fluid as a continuum of Hamiltonian ordinary differential equations bound together by integral transport laws. In particular, we show that this parcel Hamiltonian structure is compatible with the stacking of layers under isentropic. The appeal of the parcel formulation is the simplification of various calculations, in particular the derivation of the continuum Poisson bracket and the proof of the Jacobi identity. A comparison and connection is made between the Hamiltonian dynamics of fluid parcels and the Hamiltonian system of partial differential equations. The parcel formulation can be seen as a precursor and tool for the study of Hamiltonian numerical schemes.
Introduction
Compressible fluid mechanics has a well known Hamiltonian formulation in which all Eulerian fieldsvelocity, density, and potential temperature, if applicable-appear as variables in the associated Poisson structure (Shepherd, 1990; Salmon, 1998) . This structure is generally destroyed under any kind of discretization. Less well known is the so-called parcel Hamiltonian formulation in which each infinitesimal fluid element evolves according to a non-autonomous Hamiltonian ordinary differential equation much akin to classical point-particle mechanics (Bokhove and Oliver, 2006) . Each single parcel Hamiltonian is the sum of its kinetic energy and an Eulerian potential evaluated at the parcel's position. Mass and energy transport remain, however, external to the Hamilton principle-they merely tie together the single parcel equations by providing non-autonomous contributions to the single parcel potentials. Thus, the parcel Hamiltonian formulation provides less structure than the classical continuum Hamiltonian formulation. Remarkably, the parcel formulation survives space-discretization by numerical particle methods, a fact which has been explored by Frank et al. (2002) , and Frank and Reich (2003) , Frank and Reich (2004) .
We remark that the parcel Hamiltonian formulation is formally weaker than the Hamiltonian formulation in Lagrangian coordinates, yet the former contains enough structure so that the latter can be systematically reconstructed. Part of the reconstruction involves mapping between the Poisson brackets in Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions, which are well known (Morrison, 1982; Holm et al., 1983; Marsden et al., 1984) . The bracket associated with the parcel formulation can immediately be recognized as a localized version of the Poisson bracket in Lagrangian coordinates; this correspondence is trivially realized by choosing localized test functionals. However, the corresponding translation between the localized Hamilton function of the parcel formulation and the Hamilton functional of the Hamiltonian formulation in Lagrangian coordinates is more than a name change-it involves, in the forward direction, the equivalent of reconstruction of a potential from a gradient. We have previously studied this correspondence in the context of three (geophysical) fluid models: two-dimensional vortical systems in a generalized streamfunction-vorticity representation, the rotating shallow-water equations, and the three-dimensional compressible Euler equations for an ideal gas (Bokhove and Oliver, 2006; Bokhove and Lynch, 2007) .
The appeal of parcel formulations is two-fold. First, they provide a setting for the study and derivation of Hamiltonian particle methods that is more general than the smoothed particle hydrodynamic-type (SPH) schemes of Salmon (1983) ; in particular, Hamiltonian particle-mesh (HPM) methods as introduced by Frank et al. (2002) are included. It can be shown that any numerical scheme which preserves the parcel structure will have a circulation theorem in the sense of Frank and Reich (2003) . Second, the derivation of the continuum Poisson brackets as well as the proof of the continuum Jacobi identity are greatly simplified by taking a parcel Poisson formulation as the starting point. The explicit computations behind the mapping of the Lagrangian to the Eulerian continuum Poisson bracket (Holm et al., 1983) are also easy to carry out using the parcel framework.
In this paper, we extend the discussion of parcel formulations to simplified models of the atmosphere that consist of N quasi-two-dimensional layers in each of which the flow is columnar. We demonstrate that, provided the layer flows satisfy a thermodynamic iso-constraint, the N -column Hamiltonian formulations (as we call the parcel Hamiltonian formulation when integrated over fluid columns) have matching conditions at the layer interfaces which are compatible with the structure. In particular, the layer Hamiltonians sum up to an N -layer Hamiltonian that can then be lifted to a full N -layer continuum Hamiltonian with easily computable N -layer Poisson bracket. While the latter is well known (Ripa, 1993; Bokhove, 2002) , the derivation we offer is straightforward and new. Our primary motivation, however, lies in the parcel formulation as a precursor for HPM or Hamiltonian particle finite element discretizations of multilayer systems.
In the main body of the paper, we study the case of N isentropic layers. An isentropic model will be neutrally and statically stable provided the isentropes do not overturn and the values of the layer entropies increase upward. Here, the entropy is constant in each layer, so that, within each layer, only static stability is achieved. Yet, the stratification in the atmosphere, especially in the stratosphere, is typically strictly stable with strict monotonic increase of entropy with height (Birner, 2006) .
Thus, isentropic layer models must be viewed as piecewise constant approximations of an increasing entropy profile. Hence, layer models are in effect a finite volume discretization in the vertical.
An alternative choice of iso-constraint is based on the observation that in the stratosphere temperature and buoyancy frequency are nearly constant (Birner et al., 2002) . It is possible that diabatic effects balance density variations following a fluid parcel such that temperature is nearly conserved on a fluid parcel. This contrasts with the adiabatic basis of isentropic layer modeling. Hence, we also discuss the use of multiple isentropic layers in the troposphere below multiple isothermal layers in the stratosphere as a model of mathematical interest. Mathematically, the treatment is rather similar to the fully isentropic case, but the thermodynamics is distinctly different. Depth variations in the velocity profile could be taken into account by using multiple layers with the same temperature. The paper is structured as follows. In §2, we introduce the parcel formulation of the hydrostatically balanced, inviscid and unforced primitive equations, which shall be the starting point for our construction. In §3 we restrict the dynamics to isentropic columnar motion and construct a stack of N such layers. In §4, we lift the column Poisson formulation to a full continuum Poisson formulation and derive the Eulerian equations of motion. The paper concludes with a short summary and discussion in §5. Two appendices present interesting variations of this theme. In Appendix C, we present an Eulerian-Lagrangian "in between" formulation of our system, and Appendix D introduces the isentropic-isothermal N -layer model.
Parcel equations of motion
The starting point of our derivation is the dynamics of a single parcel of an ideal gas in hydrostatic balance on the f -plane, located at position X = (X h , Z) = (X, Y, Z), with velocity U = (U h , W ) = (U, V, W ) and potential temperature Θ. Writing ∇ Uh = (∂/∂U, ∂/∂V ) and ∇ Xh = (∂/∂X, ∂/∂Y ) for derivatives with respect to the velocity and position coordinates, respectively, and setting U ⊥ h ≡ (−V, U ) with corresponding notation for other vectorial quantities in the horizontal plane, we can state the parcel Eulerian-Lagrangian equations of motion,
The parcel energy is given by
where
are the Montgomery potential and Exner function, respectively, expressed in terms of a dimensionless pressure η(X, t) = p(X, t)/p r with reference pressure p r , and where κ = R/c p with R the gas constant and c p the constant specific heat at constant pressure. System (1) is the hydrostatic version of the parcel formulation of gas dynamics given in Bokhove and Oliver (2006) . The vertical velocity W is absent in the parcel energy (2) because the small aspect ratio between vertical and horizontal length and velocity scales used in the hydrostatic approximation implies that W 2 ≪ |U h | 2 . In this formulation, the Montgomery potential is seen as an externally prescribed potential which is defined on the continuum so that, in particular, gradients can be taken. We stress that the Exner function has Eulerian arguments Π = Π(x, t) evaluated in (3) at the parcel's location x = X.
In principle, the parcel position X(t), velocity U (t), and potential temperature Θ(t) depend on the continuum of parcels and time. On the other hand, equations (1) and (2) provide a non-autonomous Hamiltonian formulation for a single fluid parcel characterized by the variables X h , U h , and Θ; it is constrained because the hydrostatic approximation is made. In this picture, these variables are considered as functions of time with only parametric dependence on the particular Lagrangian label A (cf. Bokhove and Oliver, 2006; Bokhove and Lynch, 2007; Dixon and Reich, 2004) . We note that Θ plays formally the role of a (generalized) position coordinate; we could associate a trivial dual momentum variable to obtain a canonical Hamiltonian formulation. Consequently, the Montgomery potential (3) depends on 3+ 1 position variables which can be differentiated upon independently; the notation ∇ X thus refers to the gradient with respect to the first three physical position coordinates.
Missing is therefore a continuity equation such that the pressure-through the equation of state-can be determined from densities and potential temperatures of all parcels. We thus define a flow map such that the Eulerian position of a fluid parcel with label a is given by x = χ(a, t) and the Eulerian velocity u is implicitly defined byχ(a, t) = u χ(a, t), t . The position and velocity of the distinguished parcel with a = A are then X(t) = χ(A, t) and U (t) = u χ(A, t), t . Finally, we introduce the Eulerian potential temperature θ(x, t) by setting
(note that we are assuming adiabatic conditions-in general, Θ will be a function of time as well) and the Eulerian density via
with Dirac delta function δ( · ).
We will now show that system (1) coincides with the usual system of partial differential equations for the hydrostatic motion of an ideal gas. First, recall that the first law of thermodynamics for an ideal gas, with equation of state
can be restated as
so that
where s is the parcel specific entropy, and s r and T r denote reference specific entropy and temperature, respectively (Gill, 1982) . Eliminating T from (6) and (8), we obtain
Since ∇ X acts, by definition, only on the three classical position coordinates, it commutes with Θ. Hence, we take the derivative of the potential with respect to the Eulerian coordinates and evaluate it at the parcel's position, as for classical single-particle non-autonomous Hamiltonians (see, e.g., the introduction of Marsden and Ratiu, 1994) . Thus, using the relation of parcel to Eulerian potential temperature (4) and (9), we find
In particular, (10) implies that (1d) is equivalent to
We recognize the right hand side of (10) as terms in the usual PDE formulation, while the left hand side of (10) and, consequently, system (1) also make sense for a non-dense set of discrete parcel paths (though closure of a such a discrete system via the continuity relation certainly requires approximation). In this reading, (1) contains the horizontal trajectory equations, the horizontal hydrostatic momentum equations for one single fluid parcel for an ideal gas written in material form, hydrostatic balance, and conservation of potential temperature on a parcel. Since we can reconstruct the Eulerian pressure via (5) and (9), the entire fluid system is closed. We close with four remarks. First, once we know the pressure, either through the closure relations (5) and (9) or from observation, we can calculate trajectories for individual fluid parcels in the non-autonomous Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation.
Second, an expression for the vertical velocity dZ/dt can, in principle, be derived by differentiation of the hydrostatic balance relation in time, thereby ensuring that the solution remains hydrostatic. However, an explicit expression for the vertical velocity is not required in what follows.
Third, the density is in fact the Jacobian
between fluid label a and Eulerian coordinates x = χ(a, t). This relation is never explicitly required, but is implicitly contained in the derivation of (5) via
Similarly, we can write
The integral relations (13) and (14) can be used to derive numerical particle methods where the density is represented by a finite number of point masses while the Dirac delta in the integrals is replaced by a regularized shape function.
The Eulerian conservation laws for density and density weighted potential temperature emerge by taking the time derivative of (13) and (14), while using (1), and definition of a readily identifiable mass transport velocity. For example:
Fourth, there is a way to derive the identity (10) by using only integral relations (13) and (14), without explicit reference to the Eulerian potential temperature defined in (4). This perspective is more satisfactory from a numerical viewpoint where discrete versions of these integral relations are the primary building blocks. We therefore start from a weak formulation, using an arbitrary test function ρ(A, 0) Φ(A)-the extra ρ(A, 0) is unessential but simplifies the expressions visually-to find
with k the unit vector in the vertical. Note that X = X(t) = χ(A, t). Since Φ is arbitrary, (10) 3 The N -layer isentropic model
In the following, we reduce the three-dimensional hydrostatic dynamics to a coupled system of N quasitwo-dimensional layers. To keep the N -layer model simple, we require that the parcels can be tied to a continuum by a continuity relation for a single scalar pseudo-density (to be introduced later). All thermodynamic potentials must be computable from parcel quantities and this pseudo-density, which amounts to constraining the thermodynamics to some isosurface. In this section, we exemplify the construction by assuming isentropic layers. Isothermal conditions can be treated much the same; the necessary changes are detailed in Appendix D.
The derivation proceeds in two steps. First, we derive the non-autonomous Hamiltonian parcel formulation for the isentropic N -layer model as a special case from the hydrostatic parcel model. Second, we show how to obtain a continuum formulation of this N -layer model by using continuity in an integral sense.
For each α = 1, . . . , N , the layer labeled α ranges from z α (x h , t) ≤ z < z α−1 (x h , t) at constant potential temperature θ α ; see Fig. 1 . We write η α (x h , t) = p(x h , z α (x h , t), t))/p r for α = 0, . . . , N to denote the dimensionless pressure at the interface between layer α and layer α + 1. The bottom of the tropospheric layer α = N has prescribed stationary topography z N (x h , t) = b(x h ) while the top layer surface at z = z 0 (x h , t) is free with fixed dimensionless pressure η 0 > 0, implying a positive temperature at z 0 through (8). To ensure neutral and static stability, we must require θ α−1 > θ α .
In each isentropic layer, Eulerian potential temperature θ and parcel potential temperature Θ coincide, so that we can write the Montgomery potential directly in terms of θ and the dimensionless pressure η(x, t) = p(x, t)/p r , i.e.
Hydrostatic balance implies that M , within each layer, is independent of z; see (11). Thus, (17) can be evaluated at any convenient height surface z = z(x h , t).
At the Earth's surface, we can express the tropospheric Montgomery potential M N in terms of the dimensionless surface pressure η N and surface topography b(x h ),
At the interface z = z α between layer α and layer α + 1 for α = 1, . . . , N − 1, we have, due to continuity of the pressure and the z-independence of the Montgomery potentials,
and
Rearranging, we obtain the recurrence relation
and therefore
The free surface height z 0 may be recovered from the top layer Montgomery potential by noting that, at the free surface,
Equating (23) with (22) for α = 1 readily yields an expression for z 0 . When imposing rigid lid boundary conditions, it is actually more convenient to introduce an additional constant of integration −(c p θ 1 η κ 0 + g Z 0 ) to the top layer Montgomery potential in (22), so that the top surface is characterized by M 1 = 0. It also may be reasonable to take η 0 = 0, implying zero temperature at the top of the atmosphere.
All N Montgomery potentials are seen to be Eulerian quantities and determined by the dimensionless Eulerian pressures η α = η α (x h , t) for α = 1, . . . , N and topography b = b(x h ). Once they are known and evaluated at the location x = X α of a layer's fluid parcel, the parcel trajectory can be calculated independent of all the other parcels. The coupling between the layers and between neighboring parcels within a layer is, again, prescribed in the form of a continuity equation. More specifically, we note that the mass of a slice of fluid of thickness dz in one of the layers with infinitesimal horizontal area dx h is given, due to hydrostatic balance and with η = p/p r , by dm = ρ dx h dz = −dx h dp/g = −p r dx h dη/g .
Integrating this relation across each layer, we obtain the mass of an infinitesimal fluid column within each layer with base area dx h as the layer pseudo-densities
where α = 1, . . . , N . Incidentally, these relations explain our downward counting of the layers.
Furthermore, where the layer thickness becomes zero, the layer pseudo-density is zero as the pressure drop cancels at these horizontal lines where σ α vanishes, if anywhere. This happens, for example, for Earth-intersecting isentropes. In our parcel Lagrangian framework, special boundary parcels demarcate the horizontal extent of an isentropic layer, both for fixed-wall boundaries and dynamic internal boundaries.
Let us now assume that the motion is columnar within each layer, i.e. that the initial velocities and, consequently, the velocities at any later time, are independent of z. We also, for simplicity, drop the layer index. Then, the flow map can be written as χ(a, t) = (χ h (a h , t), ζ(a h , c, t)), where we now explicitly distinguish the third component ζ of the three-dimensional parcel position χ and the third label c of the three-dimensional label a = (a h , c), and its Jacobian decomposes multiplicatively (Miles and Salmon, 1985) . It is now easy to see that
We are now ready to formulate a complete "column Hamiltonian formulation" of the continuum N -layer model. All vectors are now purely two-dimensional, so that we drop the subscript on horizontal vectors in the remainder of the paper. First, we have the hydrostatic parcel description (1), reduced to columnar motion, in each of the layers:
with layer Hamiltonians
where α = 1, . . . , N . In this non-autonomous column Hamiltonian formulation, the four dependent variables are the horizontal column positions and velocities X α and U α . The layer Montgomery potentials are given by (18) and (22); they read
for α = 1, . . . , N − 1. The Montgomery potentials depend on the dimensionless pressures which, due to (25), can be written in terms of the pseudo-densities as
for α = 1, . . . , N . Finally, the columns are tied together by the integral version of the continuity equation for the pseudodensities,
Let us summarize to re-emphasize the structure of the N -layer column model. Equations (28a-c) are, for each fixed label A, a finite dimensional non-autonomous Hamiltonian system. We may write X α = X α (t; A) and U α = U α (t; A) to emphasize the parametric dependence of X α and U α on A in the sense that the final description, i.e. (28), does not involve derivatives with respect to A. These systems form a continuum in the label space which is bound together by the integral continuity equation (28g) for the pseudo-densities σ α . The pseudodensities feed back into the column Hamiltonian through the Montgomery potentials-this dependence renders the Hamiltonians time dependent.
System (28) is a closed form description of the fluid. It is different from the well-known Hamiltonian descriptions in terms of partial differential equations since the pseudodensities are external to the Hamiltonian structure. As such, it can be seen as a precursor to smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) as derived variationally by Salmon (1983) , Hamiltonian particle finite element methods, or Hamiltonian particle-mesh (HPM) methods like the ones described in Frank et al. (2002) and Frank and Reich (2004) . These latter schemes differ from classical SPH since they involve Eulerian potentials and Eulerian discretizations thereof evaluated at the respective discrete particle positions (particles being the discretizations of the parcels such that discrete entities and continuum ones are clearly distinguished). As a consequence, the computations are in some instances faster, with symplectic time stepping guaranteeing phase-volume preservation.
In the next section, we show how to recover the well-known continuum Poisson structure from this new column Poisson structure.
Hamiltonian formulation
In this section we show how to write the N -layer column equations (28) in a column Poisson formulation, how to "lift" this column Poisson formulation to a partial differential (generalized) Poisson formulation, and, thereby, how to obtain the usual Eulerian description of the N -layer system. The derivation is relatively straightforward, but, to the best of our knowledge, has not appeared elsewhere.
We first note that (28a) and (28b) can be written as
for arbitrary functions F and G of X α , U α and t, and with Hamiltonian
The equations of motion (28a) and (28b) follow from (29) by taking F = X α and F = U α , respectively. The bracket (29b) is skew-symmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity
for arbitrary functions F, G and K as can be verified directly; it is canonical when f = 0. Note that the Hamiltonian H is not a constant of the motion as it depends, through the Montgomery potentials
functions of the scaled Eulerian pressures η, on time.
We will next derive a Hamiltonian formulation in the Eulerian variables v α = v α (x, t) and σ α = σ α (x, t) from the above column Poisson formulation. To do so, we need to relate the functional derivatives of arbitrary functionals F and G to partial derivatives for the functions F and G, and relate the time derivative dF/dt of the functional F to the time derivative dF/dt. From these relations and the column Hamiltonian formulation we then obtain a Poisson formulation dF dt = {F, H} (32) for the Eulerian Hamiltonian dynamics. Evaluation of an Eulerian quantity such as the horizontal velocity v(x, t) at the parcel position is denoted byχ = v • χ which in the parcel picture is identified with the parcel (or column) velocity U for the distinguished label A. Mathematically, '•' denotes the composition of maps; in the present context we can think of "(·) • χ(a, t)" signifying that an Eulerian variable (·) is evaluated at the location x = χ(a, t) of the Lagrangian parcel a. This notation is powerful because it allows a precise description denoting in which framework, Lagrangian or Eulerian, a variable is being considered. Using this notation, the relations between functional and function derivatives, and between the two brackets, are given by
and we have
see Appendix A for a proof. Substitution of (33) into (34) using (29b) yields the Hamiltonian dynamics of the N -layer equations (cf. Shepherd, 1990, in general; Ripa, 1993; and, Bokhove, 2002, specifically) where, under the assumption that the horizontal boundary condition permits integration by parts with vanishing boundary contributions, we find
with Hamiltonian
and layer potential vorticity
The potential vorticity is computed explicitly in Appendix A. The Hamiltonian is required to satisfy (A13) and (A15) for each layer, namely
These conditions are consistent with our previously derived expressions for the Montgomery potentials (28d) and (28e) due to the relationship between the (scaled) pressures and pseudo-densities given by (28f), which implies that
When isentropes intersect the Earth, the horizontal extent of the affected relevant layer becomes dynamic. It is given by the region where σ α > 0. No extra variations are required as σ α = 0 at the dynamic boundary of the Earth-intersecting isentrope. This situation is akin to the dynamic water-line movement in the shallow water equations, where the depth is zero at the water line. The bracket (35) is skew-symmetric, which follows by inspection, and satisfies the Jacobi identity
see Appendix B for a proof. Finally, by inserting the test functionals
respectively, into (35), we obtain the Eulerian equations of motion
This concludes the derivation of the N -layer isentropic atmospheric model and its Hamiltonian formulation. Owing to this Hamiltonian formulation, the model has conservation laws for energy, mass, and also local and global potential vorticity invariants (see, e.g., Salmon 1998) .
Summary and conclusion
A layer model with N isentropic layers was derived using Hamiltonian methods in two ways. First, we simplified a parcel formulation of the hydrostatically-balanced primitive equations to Hamiltonian fluid parcel dynamics in N isentropic layers. Second, we connected this parcel formulation to the classical Eulerian Hamiltonian partial differential equations of motion for the N -layer model. While the former, parcel formulation consisted of an ordinary diferential equation for each fluid parcel and an integral relation glueing all parcels to a continuum, the latter, classical formulation is expressed entirely in terms of partial differential equations. We showed how these two formulation are connected. Both Hamiltonian formulations can be used to explore the stability of geophysical flows and asymptotic models, using the associated conservation laws. Moreover, Hamiltonian parcel representations are continuum analogs of numerical Hamiltonian particle methods such as those devised by Frank et al. (2002) , and Reich (2003, 2004) which preserve the parcel Hamiltonian structure with corresponding discrete conservation laws. Given the parcel formulations developed here, these layerwise stratified models can be developed directly into Hamiltonian particle methods or Hamiltonian particle finite element models. The key observation is that particle advection naturally preserves the parcel bracket. The overall scheme is energy-conserving provided one can design a suitable discretization of the potential; see, e.g., Frank and Reich (2003) and Dixon and Reich (2004) . The measured vertical temperature profiles shown by Birner et al. (2002) and Birner (2006) reveal that the temperature is nearly constant in at least a stratospheric layer ranging from roughly 10 to 20 km. These observations suggest that an isothermal layer model has some validity in the stratosphere.
Such a model warrants two remarks. First, the observed velocity profile is depth dependent. This can be accommodated by taking multiple isothermal layers of the same temperature but with piecewise constant velocity profiles. Second, the diabatic effects ensuring the temperature to be constant in the observations emerge likely on a slower time scale than the one for the dynamics. For slow balanced vortical dynamics in the stratosphere this difference in time scale is then less extreme. In Appendix D, we have therefore nonetheless constructed a N -layer model with isentropic tropospheric layers and isothermal stratospheric layers using the new techniques presented in the main text. Note that we stress its mathematical relevance more than its physical one.
A future aim is to compare conservative numerical layer models based on either the parcel formulation or the partial differential one. Simulations with mixed isentropic and isothermal layers will form an interesting test case with potential for comparison with measured atmospheric temperature profiles.
The first identity follows directly by taking the variational derivative ofχ = v • χ. The second identity can be seen as a continuity equation with respect to the variation vector field w, and is shown as follows. Use expression (28g) for σ, take the variational derivative and apply the result to an arbitrary test function φ. Then, using the chain rule and integration by parts, we have
We first compute, on the continuum level,
We now restrict our variations to a single column A by assuming the special form δχ(a, t) = δ(a − A) δU (t) , δχ(a, t) = δ(a − A) δX(t) ,
On the other hand, we have
whence, identifying δF(A) = δF (U , X) and comparing coefficients, we find that
Next, note that all of the above computation up to (A4) holds when the variational derivative is replaced by a time derivative and, correspondingly, w is replaced by v. We find that
where, in the second equality, we have inserted relations (A8). We identify the last integral as the continuum Poisson bracket, which we can write in terms of functional derivatives as
with layer potential vorticity
Hence, we have found (35) in the main text, but for an integration by parts. Finally, we use (A8) to derive the Hamiltonian functional H. From (A8a),
Further, from (A8b),
so that, up to a constant of integration,
In the body of this paper, we showed how to "lift" a column Poisson formulation to a generalized partial differential Poisson formulation which is equivalent to the usual Eulerian fluid description. Here, we show that it is also possible to derive a Poisson formulation which retains the Lagrangian description of the velocity, but incorporates the Eulerian pseudo-densities into the bracket. We can think of this formulation as being half-way between our column Poisson formulation where densities are external to the Hamiltonian structure and the fully Eulerian generalized Poisson formulation of Section 4. While the end result will not come as a surprise, we believe that the structure exposed in the derivation may be useful for the derivation of Hamiltonian numerical schemes. In this Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation, we take v L α = v α (χ(a, t), t) and σ α = σ α (x, t) as dependent variables. Then, the analog of (A4) for a column functional
where, as before, we are omitting column indices. Again, we restrict our variations to a single column A by assuming the special form (A5), so that
On the other hand, we have (A7), whence, identifying δF(A) = δF (U , X) and comparing coefficients, we find that
Consequently, (A9) must be replaced by
We identify the last integral as the continuum Poisson bracket, which we can write in terms of functional derivatives as
To derive the corresponding Hamiltonian functional, note that, from (C3a),
Further, from (C3b),
By combining (C7) and (C9) for all N layers using the expression for the Montgomery potentials (28d) and (28e), we obtain the Hamiltonian functional
By substituting the test functionals
respectively, into (C4) and (C5), we obtain the mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian equations of motion
Appendix D: Model with isentropic tropospheric layers and isothermal stratospheric layers
Our method for deriving generalized partial differential Poisson formulations is not restricted to only isentropic layers. Physically relevant and interesting are models where the troposphere consists of multiple isentropic and the stratosphere of multiple isothermal layers, although from a mathematical point of view we can have arbitrary sequences of iso-layers.
To be consistent, isothermal models require that we give up material conservation of potential temperature (assuming that the iso-condition is maintained by external heat fluxes or dissipation), and that temperature is a materially conserved quantity as well.
Isentropic layers are used in the troposphere, as in §3. Likewise, in an isothermal layer T = θ η κ is constant. The ideal gas law p = ρRT and hydrostatic balance d ln η/dz = −g/(R T ) then imply that the buoyancy frequency satisfies
Isothermal layers are therefore also stably stratified, as is well known. In each such layer, using (10) and the ideal gas law, we find that 
Hence, M = R T ln η + g z (D3) up to an arbitrary constant. Thus, due to (17) again and the continuity of the pressure, at the interface z = z α between layer α and layer α + 1, we find
and M α+1 = g z α + c p θ α+1 η κ α if layer α + 1 isentropic R T α+1 ln η α if layer α + 1 isothermal .
Let N 1 denote the number of isothermal stratospheric layers and N 2 = N − N 1 denote the number of L A T E X 2ε guide for authors isentropic tropospheric layers. Then the analog of expression (22) for the Montgomery potentials reads
for α = N 1 + 1, . . . , N − 1,
for α = 1, . . . , N 1 − 1. Due to (40), the Hamiltonian satisfying (A15) and (A13) is
This ends the derivation of the different Montgomery potentials and Hamiltonians relative to the ones for the isentropic N -layer model in the main text.
